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The Autopol V PLUS is the latest electronic laboratory
polarimeter produced by Rudolph Research Analytical.
The Autopol V PLUS is a high performance, bench-top,
single-channel automatic laboratory polarimeter. The
instrument is designed to operate without water heating,
fan circulation or mechanical stirring. It has excellent
optical performance, automated optical alignment, and a
user-friendly, high-resolution liquid sealed touch screen.
The Autopol V Plus was designed with positive optical
alignment. This means that the sample cell faces the
sample illumination port, eliminating any chance of
optical misalignment. It also has an internal mechanical
construction which eliminates electronic drift. Polarization
of the incident light is continuously adjusted to ensure
that the light passes through the sample at 90 degrees to
the plane of polarizer. The Autopol VI is a bench top, fully
automatic laboratory polarimeter. This instrument was
designed to operate without water heating, fan
circulation or mechanical stirring. It has excellent optical
performance, automated optical alignment, and a user-
friendly, high-resolution liquid sealed touch screen. The
Autopol VI was designed with positive optical alignment.
This means that the sample cell faces the sample
illumination port, eliminating any chance of optical
misalignment. It also has an internal mechanical
construction which eliminates electronic drift. Polarization
of the incident light is continuously adjusted to ensure
that the light passes through the sample at 90 degrees to
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the plane of polarizer. The Autopol VI is a bench top, fully
automatic laboratory polarimeter. This instrument was
designed to operate without water heating, fan
circulation or mechanical stirring. It has excellent optical
performance, automated optical alignment, and a user-
friendly, high-resolution liquid sealed touch screen. The
Autopol VI was designed with positive optical alignment.
This means that the sample cell faces the sample
illumination port, eliminating any chance of optical
misalignment.
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Autopol For Windows

The Autopol IX is a desktop laboratory instrument for
laboratories that have a need for high accuracy on a daily
basis. It performs standard and critical test procedures,
and is ideal for the laboratory or analytical chemist. The
Autopol IX has the validation tools and features to satisfy

todays global pharmaceutical companies, including:
instrument level 21CFR Part 11 compliance, NIST
traceable calibration standards and a global list of

installations. Rudolph Research has thousands of satisfied
customers who praise the Autopol VI quality, accuracy

and reproducibility. The Autopol XU is a desktop
laboratory instrument for laboratories that have a need
for high accuracy on a daily basis. It performs standard

and critical test procedures, and is ideal for the
laboratory or analytical chemist. The Autopol XU has the

validation tools and features to satisfy todays global
pharmaceutical companies, including: instrument level
21CFR Part 11 compliance, NIST traceable calibration
standards and a global list of installations. Rudolph
Research has thousands of satisfied customers who

praise the Autopol VI quality, accuracy and
reproducibility. The AUTOPOL VI is designed as a

Research Polarimeter for the most demanding analytical
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laboratories. If your laboratory requires the highest
accuracy and must meet the most stringent compliance

standards, the Autopol VI has the measurement,
temperature control, communications, and data tracking
capabilities your application requires. Place the TempTrol

cell in your TempTrol equipped Autopol polarimeter
sample chamber to measure within 0.2C of the USP, EP,

JP, or BP specified temperature (normally 20C or 25C
0.5C). For improved temperature performance or when

working with acids (HCl) use the measurement port in the
body of the cell. This also allows the inlet and outlet ports

to be capped to avoid evaporation, fumes and spillage.
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